
Fatalism, denial, and machismo sets the behaviour agenda
for students’ perceptions of sexuality, putting them at risk

By  Lengwe John-Eudes Kunda
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IT WAS A significant and  lamentable
observation that caught my
attention.“Most of us will die shortly after
graduation” (Female student) said one

student in response to a campaign advocating
abstinence and being faithful.

 Another student almost instinctively
responded, “sex on campus is a reality and you
cannot do without it”.  “The blacks do it in residences,
the Indians squeeze themselves in university campus
spaces, while the whites seem to be allowed to date at
home and spend time with their dudes.” (Male
student).

This conversation catapulted me back to
the year 2006 when I started my doctoral
research as the statements echoed my findings.
My research was on sex and sexuality within
the university and because I was seeking
understanding, I chose the title, “They have ears
but they cannot hear:  listening and talking as HIV
prevention – A new approach to HIV and AIDS

campaigns at three of the universities in Kwa-Zulu
Natal” (Kunda, 2009).

Since sex is intrinsically connected to the
discourse of  sexuality, I felt compelled to
understand how students were appropriating
sexual banter, talk, and sexual relationships
within the context of a hyper-epidemic of HIV/
AIDS.  As such, I took a unique approach to
research by living with and listening to talk by
students on a subject many people will not
discuss in public.

After two-and-half years of listening and
talking, I have realised some of the
shortcomings of rational models to HIV
prevention and have considered proposing
irrational models in their stead.  Sex is
predominantly an irrational act, true to
philosophical suspicions of the

Fatalism fuels
HIV/AIDS fire

Awareness campaigns aren’t translating into sexually responsible behaviour on campuses
Photo: Lengwe John-Eudes Kunda



continued from page 1
vegetative.  Its subjects can be held captive
by emotional and unreasonable drives
leading to undeliberated, irrational
categorical choices for sex.  There is
something about human sexual behaviour
that discounts risk only to awaken in regret,
“eeeish, I did something stupid yesterday, I had
unprotected sex” (one master’s student said).
But should students abstain from sex? I
am sure they should, but most of them
are not  (see the graph adjacent to this.)

But aren’t they aware of HIV? They
are, but awareness does not deter them
from engaging in risky sex. What then is
wrong?  There is too much verbal and
structural silence around sex and sexuality
in the university environment. The cultural
display of students’ sexual endeavours is
symptomatic of greater cultural meanings
that we seem reluctant to engage with.  For
example, students of Indian origin appear
to engage in excessive public displays of
affection while on campus.  One need not
resort to moralistic judgement to discern
the deeper revelation that this behaviour
attests to: the fact that family structures, or
community structures, may be inimical to
dating norms that are open and facilitating
for young people.  Hence this leads to the
euphoria of exploration within the varsity
campus where the watchful eyes of
neighbours and parents are absent.

These are some of the themes taken up
in my thesis.  I argue that sexual behaviour
is revelatory of  broader systems of  meaning.
As such prevention of sexually risky
activities must engage with the broader
structures of social conduct within which
meaning is articulated, circulated and
appropriated.

Moreover, sex is not simply a  social
cultural practice, it is an incontravertible
human biological need crying out for
various forms of expression.

Yet in discussion with students, I got
the impression of young people wrestling
with the forbidden fruit; a sticking point
for most prevention campaigns based

ideally on moral casuistry. Many students
ask: “Shouldn’t we be having sex and at the same
time taking care of ourselves, and of course our
futures?”

This is a question that calls for a concern
for harm reduction in prevention discourse.
The prevention message needs to be in tune
with the dialogue around sexuality, otherwise
this dissonance will continue.

Simply promoting awareness doesn’t
change behaviour, and at present the list of
prohibitions is out of synch with the
aspirations of much of the student
population.  I continue to wonder if indeed,
all of our students will die shortly after
graduation?

The graph
illustrates student
sexual activity on

campus over the
past year
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ELEVEN ENTHUSIASTIC CCMS students recently joined
delegates from United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), Highway Radio, Independent
Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA), South Africa
Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) and members of the public
for an all day policy workshop at the SABC regional headquarters
in Durban. The workshop was aimed at collecting public
contribution toward the government’s effort to improve public
broadcasting in South Africa. A CCMS alumnus, Dr Mashilo
Boloka, Director of Public Policy in the Department of
Communication, conducted the workshop.

The CCMS delegates gained ‘hands-on’ experience in a
genuine public-policy-making process as they were invited to
comment on the Public Service Broadcasting (PSB) Discussion
Paper to Amend the Broadcasting Act of 1999. Key issues in the
paper concern: new mandate for PSB, its organizational culture,
a funding model for the PSB, accountability and governance.
Delegates also discussed the shortcomings of the current public
broadcasting systems in the country with regards to community
broadcasting and issues of language in the age of media
digitalisation. Delighted by the invitation to participate in the
crucial event, CCMS director, Professor Keyan G. Tomaselli,

coordinated the other CCMS delegates in compiling a
well-thought-out response as contribution to the PSB
Discussion Document. The government will use this
document as a tool for informing the reformation of

public broadcasting in this country. CCMS emphasizes that a
new vision for public service broadcasting in South Africa is
needed, because not only has the SABC experienced an intense
crisis in governance and delivery but the context in which
broadcasting, and broadcasting-like services, operates is
changing rapidly.

In the their written formal response, the CCMS delegates also
strongly stress that an appropriately strengthened national media
development policy (possibly with an emphasis on education
and with direct participation by universities and other South
African educational providers) could be a great thing. However,
this development policy should not displace or compromise public
media’s important role in fostering and strengthening democracy
and participatory citizenship in South Africa (See the full response
report on the CCMS website:).

See! Those CCMS delegates who might have regretted missing
the Friday 14th August seminar had nothing to lose after all. Not
only did they learn something about the process of policy making,
but they did so while bettering the nation in a ‘real life’ way. And
they loved the free lunch too.  Thanks to the CCMS delegates in
attendance: Aaliyah Danghor, George King’ara, Nic Kroone, Lunga
Memela, Sarah Strauss, Luisa Soares, Prof Ruth Teer-Tomaselli,
(Deputy Dean), Professor Keyan Tomaselli, Putsetso Tseoua, Caitlin
Watson, Paleka Mgugudo and Cindy Nqoko.

Policing Public BroadcastingPolicing Public Broadcasting
By George Ngugi King’ara
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IT HAS BEEN almost four years since four UKZN Culture,
Communication and Media Studies (CCMS) PhD students:
Abraham Mulwo, John Eudes Lengwe Kunda, Irene Pule,

Given Mutinta, and one Masters student, Eliza Moodley, initiated
a survey at the University of  KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN), Durban
University of  Technology (DUT) and the University of  Zululand
(UNIZUL).

The survey provides data about the knowledge, attitudes and
behaviour of university students which feeds into a research project
supported by JHHESA (Johns Hopkins Health and Education
South Africa). The ultimate objective of this project is to develop
an advocacy framework that will influence policy and practice for the
prevention of infection with HIV among KwaZulu-Natal (KZN)
university students.

A study by Mutinta found many behaviours and practices that
expose students to HIV/AIDS. Of particular interest is what is
termed as a “gold rush”. This is a phenomenon where senior
students “rush” into relationships with first year students. Senior
students either abandon their partners for the “gold” new students
or date both concurrently. The “rush” into sexual relationships
puts students at risk as both partners know very little about each
other’s past lives.

Fanning the embers of the “gold rush” is the fact that many of
the new students come from single-sex schools and when they join
the universities, they are overwhelmed by male and female students.
In their naivety, they get into relationships and before they know it,
they are already engaging in sex. It is also evident that upon joining
universities, students find more freedom and space than they had
before.

This increased freedom makes students “adventurous” in spite
being inexperienced with regards to university lifestyles. Some
students are pressured into adopting expensive campus lifestyles
that encourage male-female relationships. The first year students
appear to get carried away easily by the so called “campus life”.

By Given Mutinta

When new students arrive at the universities they seem innocent
and academically purposeful, but soon change to “fit into” university
lifestyles. Evidence shows that female students easily succumb to
the culture of the “gold rush” because they want financial support
to procure fashionable items like clothes, cell phones, shoes, and
others so that they are able to look “cool” or rather “up-to-date”.
Hence, students quickly but unskillfully “hook-up” without fully
understanding what it entails. Some students join universities as
adolescents making it difficult for them to reject advances by senior
students. Other students experience intense peer pressure to get
partners so as to ‘fit in’ to “campus life”.

Interestingly, some students fall prey to the “gold rush” because
they join universities with preconceived ideas that universities are
places to find a lifelong partner and that fellow students, like them,
are HIV free. Shrouded in ignorance, the culture of the “gold rush”
is accepted unquestioningly, and the fact that many of  the
relationships do not go beyond the university gates, and that their
partner has concurrent partners outside of university is never dealt
with. Thus, the culture of the “gold rush” makes students fall prey
to the cruel “jaws” of HIV/AIDS.

The level of risky sexual behaviour amoung students is
alarming, but not hopeless. For instance, university induction
programmes seem to be a method which is expected to have an
impact. Through these programmes, universities will use well-
organised and articulated induction programmes to sensitise
students on sexual behaviours and practices that expose them to
HIV/AIDS. A majority of the students join universities “tabula
rasa” without knowledge of the risk of HIV/AIDS in universities.
From the onset new students should be educated about conditions
in campuses that promote risky sexual behaviour and they
should be given skills and knowledge which will serve as
buffers to allow them to live their sexual lives responsibly.

KwaZulu-Natal universities’
annual “gold rush” for freshers
KwaZulu-Natal universities’
annual “gold rush” for freshers

Photo: Given Mutinta
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By Pusetso Tseuoa and Valencia Govindasamy

The actors take to the stage and the performance begins with a scripted outcome which the audience is invited to change

WHEN UKZN students attended the Forum theatre at
the Drama Theatre Prac Room at Howard College on
Friday 2nd October 2009 for “HIV/AIDS Awareness

relating to alcohol consumption”, everyone expected the same,
mundane interventions that usually take place on campus.

However, it could not have been further from that! Instead the
intervention organised by a group of  Centre for Communication,
Media & Society (CCMS) honours students was deemed to be
informative, interesting and entertaining. The students, Lunga
Memela, Cindy Nqoko, Zama Shandu Mbatha and Peleka Mgugudo,
were working on their research projects for the Communication for
Participatory Development (CFPD) course

The forum theatre kicked off with an ice-breaker that involved
dance movements, clapping and stomping of feet to create a
rhythm. This made the students feel comfortable, start having fun
and be at ease.

Thereafter, a play began in which 8-10 drama students engaged
in scenes that portrayed issues relating to sex, alcohol and HIV/
AIDS. The really interesting aspect of the forum theatre was the
opportunity that students were given to intervene and to cut the
play at any particular scene; then suggest what they believe would be
the right thing to do.

In this process the actors or audience members (in
this case students) could interrupt a performance and
redirect it, often a short scene in which a character was
being oppressed in some way. The students (spect-actors)

Freeze and Rewind
Forum Theatre as Intervention for HIV/AIDS Awareness Campaigns

would suggest different actions for the actors to carry out on-stage
in an attempt to change the outcome of  what they were seeing.
This was an attempt to undo the traditional actor partition and
bring students into the performance, to have an input into the
dramatic action they were watching.

This novel format has some interesting nuances: The spect-actor
attempts to overturn the oppression employing some method
unused by the actors, whilst the actors portraying the oppressors
improvise in an attempt to bring the production to its original,
scripted ending.

 If  the audience believes that the spect-actor’s actions are too
unrealistic to be utilized in reality, they may call out “Freeze and
Rewind!”, and the spect-actor must modify their actions accordingly.
If this spect-actor fails to overcome the oppression, the actors resume
their character, and continue the production until another spect-
actor calls out “Freeze!” and attempts a different method.

If and when the oppression has been overcome by the spect-
actors, the production changes and once again the spect-actors now
have the opportunity to replace the oppressors, and find new ways
of challenging the oppressed character.

 In this way a more realistic depiction of the oppression can be
made by the students themselves, who are often victims of such
oppression. The whole process is designed to come to a conclusion

Participation pushes the
boundaries of reflective
learning for students

Participation pushes the
boundaries of reflective
learning for students

Photo: Lunga Memela
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through the consideration of opposing arguments, rather
than where the argument is a monologue from the actors
without the opportunity of reply or counter-argument
from the audience.

In this way, the students were involved within the
play and the discussions that followed afterwards. The
forum theatre was an eye opener for many students who
do not take the issue of alcohol consumption, sex and
HIV/AIDS seriously. It also facilitated critical thinking

for the students allowing them to participate and learn
more about risky sexual behaviour.

Students were glad to see that their input was
appreciated and valued and they felt they were able to
learn from each other by sharing their knowledge on
alcohol consumption and risky HIV/AIDS behaviour.

The aim of the forum theatre was to facilitate
communication, interaction and participation which is
exactly what was achieved.

The audience watches attentively

An intervention from a spect-actor tries to change the outcome

Planning an interventionPlanning an intervention
THERE ARE TWO essential ingredients

that go into planning an intervention;
extensive research and hard work! The
Communication for Participatory
Development (CFPD) a module from Centre
for Communication, Media and Society
(CCMS) gave the Honours students an
exciting opportunity to conduct research
projects within the fertile field of public
health communication.

Lunga Memela, Cindy Nqoko, Peleka
Mgugudo and Zamashandu Mbatha  burnt
the midnight oil planning for their
intervention titled: Forum Theatre for HIV/
AIDS Awareness: Investigating first year
UKZN students’ perceptions of alcohol
consumption and risky sexual behaviour
in relation to the transmission of HIV/AIDS.

The group found that many of South
Africa’s social and health problems are
attributable to the misuse of alcohol, with
sexual risk behaviours considered to be
one such problem. In addition, there has
been a limited amount of research on the
first year students’ perceptions of alcohol
consumption and risky sexual behaviour

within South African universities. Factors
such as freedom from parental control,
stress, anxiety, peer pressure, and social
conformity, were found as large
contributors to these health risk
behaviours. This step signified the needs
analysis for the intervention. The study

participatory process”, explained Zama.
An all-day workshop of fun, games and
information sharing was conducted with
a sampled number of Howard College first
year students. The workshop posed as
formative research for the Forum Theatre
intervention. The group used the
Scrutinize campaign’s BOOZA BRAIN and
WHAT’S MY RISK animerts as a stimulus
for discussion and the themes that
emerged from the workshop fed into the
formulation of the intervention.

The play was workshopped with the
first year participants and some voluntary
drama students. It was marketed around
campus and staged on Friday 2nd October
2009. “It proved to be a huge success for
the research project”, laughs Cindy.
Today, the group smile at that memory.
Beyond the ‘edutainment’ side of the
intervention, the participatory process did
manage to raise critical consciousness on
the topic of alcohol consumption
and risky sexual behaviour in
relation to the transmission of HIV/
AIDS amongst the participants.

By Lunga Memela

was framed on Communication for Social
Change (CFSC) as a theory, and drew on
its participatory and entertainment-
education attributes to formulate the
Forum Theatre intervention.

 “Forum Theatre is designed to
maximize the participation of an audience
watching a performance by shifting the
central focus of the dramatic event from
the stage to the audience and making it a

alcohol consumption +hol consumption +hol consumption +hol consumption +hol consumption +
sexual risk behavioursexual risk behavioursexual risk behavioursexual risk behavioursexual risk behaviour

= HIV/AIDS= HIV/AIDS= HIV/AIDS= HIV/AIDS= HIV/AIDS22222
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YOU WILL BE CHANGED, Prof. Tomaselli tells his visual
anthropology and development communication graduate
students when preparing for a field trip among some

groups of Bushmen in the Kalahari Desert1.
I am one of those students. And I have changed. Not

completely, but my experience ‘out there’ doing research amongst
the          /=     Khomani of the Northern Cape of South Africa and !Xoo
of southern Botswana since 2002 has changed the way I see things
in the world. Images of Bushmen elicit a long past history of pre-
modern man and if viewed through ‘contemporary’ eyes conjures
up notions of the ‘romance of poverty’ from coffee table books
whose glossy pages feature smiling children playing with empty
coke cans and wearing shoes that are either two sizes too big or are

simply a sole attached with string to the bottom of their feet.
When doing research within Prof. Tomaselli’s 14-year project entitled
Rethinking Indigeneity the contradictions between theory or these
images; and practice or lived reality, are blindingly evident. These
contradictions piqued my interest and have led me to do both an
MA and PhD within the project.

The Rethinking Indigeneity project is one of the research tracks
within the Centre for Communication, Media and Society (CCMS)
and has seen nearly 80 honours, MA and PhDs registered at UKZN
and numerous local and international research affiliates join the
project. It is characterised by four ongoing research phases. Phase 1
introduced the analysis of cinematic, television and cultural tourism
representations of Bushmen and Zulu groups. Phase 2 entitled
“Semiotics of the Encounter”, started extensive empirical fieldwork
in Namibia (Eastern Bushmanland), Botswana (the !Xoo), the
Northern Cape (the   /=   Khomani) and amongst Zulu-speaking
Bushman descendants in Kamberg, KZN (the Duma) introducing
analyses on identity, performance, resistance and researcher-
researched relations, and provided the basis for the development
of auto-ethnographic and participatory field research
methods. Phase 3 known as “From Observation to Development”
started research on development communication, media
production and reception, livelihoods and micro-enterprises and
community radio as a development medium. It also introduced
the !Xun and Khwe communities of  Platfontein to our students.
This has led to phase 4 where there is a major focus on a specific
development project; the genesis, establishment and performance
of !Xaus Lodge, co-owned by the    /=       Khomani and Mier communities
in the Kgalagadi Transfrontier Park.

By Lauren Dyll

A long and dusty ride home behind the donkeys through Witdraai

Photo: Lauren Dyll

Rethinking Indigeneity:
Research, Reality and Representation
Rethinking Indigeneity:
Research, Reality and Representation

Photo: Lauren Dyll

Dawid Kruiper’s home6



The type of questions this phase will attempt to answer is:
How will the  /=   Khomani employed at !Xaus Lodge construct,
negotiate and rearticulate their discursive cultural and
environmental resources of ‘authenticity’, indigeneity and their
First People status in terms of tourist expectations, interactions
and media discourses? And, what kinds of generalised
community-lodge partnerships can be designed to best negotiate
the demands of cultural marketing on the one hand, and the
symbolic, spiritual and livelihood needs of a cultural community
of  practice on the other? (see Projects/Rethinking Indigeneity,
http://ccms.ukzn.ac.za).

Groups of CCMS students guided by the principles of action
research enter the Kalahari attempting to answer research questions
such as these. Sometimes they are answered, and other times they
are awakened to an entirely new research topic through actually
meeting and hanging out with the members of the community who
often tell you how hartseer (heart sore) they are, assuming the role
of  ‘victim’ that many NGOs champion to facilitate funding.
However, the people we meet also reveal how they are modern
citizens where they engage the world politically and, as the primary
form of income for many groups is cultural tourism, establish
unique ‘marketing’ skills that would make even the best AppleMac
marketing gurus blush.

(Footnotes)
1 See Tomaselli, K.G.; Dyll, L and Francis, M. (2008) “ ‘Self ’ and
‘Other’: Auto-Reflexive, and Indigenous Ethnography”. In
Denzin, N. et al (ed.) Handbook of  Critical and Indigenous
Methodologies. London: Sage. 7

The sun goes down over the
desert in the Kgalagadi
Transfrontier Park

Students surveying the surroundings at !Xaus Lodge
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THE 2010 FIFA World Cup seems to be the driving focal point of  many industries in
South Africa. The media industry is no exception to this. Media around the country are
busily updating themselves, and preparing to deliver high quality content to SA and the

rest of the world. The South African broadcasting industry has taken advantage of one of the
most ubiquitous media devices in SA to broadcast 2010 World Cup matches to…your cellphone.

Cellphones are everywhere. As noted in an earlier article “Lights….Camera…Answer!”
(SUBtext, Spring 2009), cellphones have become the latest craze in mobile video content
production, distribution and consumption. Nokia predicts that by 2011, there will be
approximately 500 million mobile broadcast users globally. So it seems fitting that SA takes
advantage of  the opportunity offered by the 2010 World Cup and lead the way in mobile
broadcasting in Africa.

The industry is still, however, in set-up mode and legislation is still being drafted in terms
of licensing agreements. The Ministry of Communications has so far approved a temporary
mobile TV broadcasting licensing agreement in order to ensure that the World Cup is broadcast
to as many people as possible. But what is the reality of enabling South Africans to receive
mobile TV content?

Mobile TV makes use of two ‘networks’ for delivering content to mobile platforms: 3G
cellular networks and DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcast – Handheld) broadcast networks. The
move from analogue to digital broadcasting formats has resulted in an increased opportunity
for broadcasters in terms of  content and delivery. Mobile TV makes use of  digital formats
through using TV broadcast networks and frequencies to receive live TV content. 3G on the
other hand makes use of cellular networks and frequencies. Where the two differ, aside from
bandwidth and frequencies, is that 3G networks allow for a “return path” says Ashraff Paruk,
MTN SA’s Head of  Business Strategy and Product Innovation. In other words, mobile TV
users can request content for download to use whenever they want on 3G networks.

Pay to view mobile TV content is provided through cellular networks (3G) whilst ‘free to
air’ content will be provided through TV broadcast networks. In addition to these networks,
mobile TV could also be provided via wireless networks (WiFi).

The business and economic viability of  mobile TV, however, is seriously questionable.
Firstly, fragmentation in terms of  mobile TV standards is not advertiser friendly – SA has
adopted DVB-H, whilst other countries have adopted other standards, which makes advertising
prices quite expensive. Secondly, the establishment of  a mobile TV network, alongside other
networks, is expensive and thirdly, using 3G networks for transmitting video data puts added
strain on the cellular networks. South Africa’s cellular network coverage also requires consideration
– certain parts of the country have very weak or no signal. Handsets also need to be enabled to
receive video broadcast content. MTN has released South Africa’s first DVB-H/3G enabled
handset, the Samsung P910, which is equipped with a swiveling LCD colour screen. Vodacom,
the first SA cellphone network that provided mobile TV, provides a mobile TV service on
Vodafone live! 3G cellphones. However, what about the millions of  people whose handsets
are not mobile TV compatible?

In addition to this, what about the quality of  the cellphone’s viewing facilities? Imagine
watching a soccer match on your cellphone’s screen. Can cellphone devices support HD content?

Although mobile TV is certainly an exciting venture in South Africa which will, theoretically,
enable millions of  people to access content which they may have previously been unable to, we
need to be cognizant of the realities which encompass South Africa. Infrastructure issues and

mobile device-compatibility issues need to be accounted for. These issues must be
borne in mind before we run headlong into our fascination with a new technology,
rather than considering how that technology can serve our society.

By Jonathan Dockney

Mobile TV – is that a cellphone
in your pocket or are you just
happy to see TV?

Mobile TV – is that a cellphone
in your pocket or are you just
happy to see TV?
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